INNOVALITE SOLAR POWERED LIGHT # 9018
WARNING

Risk of drowning by
entanglement; secure the
power cord supplied as per
instructions.

CAUTION

A

ASSEMBLY OF THE LIGHT FIXTURE

1) Insert the light housing into the lower
post.
2) Slide and clip the T-post into the lower post.
3) Insert the straps into the T-post, making sure
that the thick end of the straps is kept on the
backside of the T-post.
4) Route the power cord into the chicane on the
back of the post, and secure the upper end of
the cable with the built-in cable clip.
Built-in cable clip

The lighting fixture may be damaged if subjected to
freezing weather.
Store in a dry location unexposed to winter
conditions.
Do not submerge the solar panel, the product could
be damaged.
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REQUIRED FOR SKU # 9018 (included)
Wedge

TOOLS REQUIRED

(Not included)

Solar panel

6 cable clips

‘’T’’ post

2 screws
Anchor
plate.

A philips socket screwdriver bit
is required.

Battery operated
cordless drill

Water tight IP68
connectors.
Lower post

Cable tie for
power cord.

Light housing
2 straps
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90 days on manufacturing defects.
Replacement only.

B

INSTALLATION ON THE POOL WALL
1) Tread the power cord under the top seat of the pool
over the wall stabilizer. In some cases the top seat of
the pool will have to be slightly flexed upward to allow
the connector to pass. No need to take apart the pool
top seat.
Resin pool top seat

Steel pool top seat

Steel wall stabiliser
wall stabilizer
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Strap
Wedge

Light
fixture

1) Place the light fixture on the
pool wall. The light fixture will
stick to the wall with the help of
the built-in magnets.
2) Tread the two straps over the
wall stabilizer and insert the
straps into two slots in the
wedge.
3) Tighten and lock the two
straps as shown below.

1) Identify the best location to install the solar
panel. The panel should be pointing toward the
sun at noon. Avoid major obstacles between
the sun and the panel. The panel should be
exposed to a light source for a minimum
duration of 6 hours to perform.
2) Fasten the anchor plate to the pool top seat
with the screws provided, and snap in place.
3) Connect the cable to the panel, make sure
that the connector knurled ring is screwed
tight to ensure water resistance.

Power cable is
outside of the
pool.
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Connexion of cable
Step A

Pool top seat

Step B
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Wedge

2

Pool wall

1

*Locate and orient the panel

Anchor plate

properly for optimal results.
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E

SECURING THE POWER CORD OUTSIDE
THE POOL
1) Secure the power cable with the cable clips supplied.
Make sure that the cable does not impede the movement
of bathers. Risk of entanglement!

a

2) Roll the excess cable, secure it with the cable strap
(included) and stow it on the dry side of the pool.

To take apart
Push

Pull

a

Cable strap

Cable clips

F

SECURING THE POWER CORD INSIDE OF
POOL
(Metal pool)

1) Some metal pools’ top seat design might
not provide the necessary clearance to tread
the power cable over the wall stabilizer. The
following instructions below allow the power
cable to be routed under the top seat on the
wet side of the pool.
2) As mentioned in step E, use the cord
strap to safely stow the excess on the dry
side of the pool.

Metal wall de stabilizer

Cable
clip
bonded
to the
stabilizer

G

User guide

Press on the switch for 4 seconds to turn on or off
the light fixture.
A built in countdown timer will turn off the light after
2 hours.
The light will last for 3 hours on a fully charged
solar panel.
The light fixture is not designed to turn itself on at
sundown.

H

WINTERIZING

1) Disconnect the solar panel.
2) Unlock the solar panel from the mounting plate
and slide the panel out as shown.
3) Pull the light assembly out of the water for
storage in a dry location.
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